INTRODUCTION
One of the central problems in the design and construction of stochastic simulation experiments is the selection of valid input models-that is, probability distributions that accurately mimic the behavior of the random input processes driving the system. In many applications, it is critical not only to capture the shape of the marginal distribution of each major input random variable but also to accurately represent the stochastic dependencies between those variat es.
Although many practitioners appreciate the need for valid models of multivariate simulation inputs, they lack effective and widely available tools for building such input models. Stanfield et al. (1996) (Johnson 1949b , Johnson 1987 ; moreover, the corresponding conditional distributions do not belong to the Johnson system-and this lack of "closure" makes it impossible to obtain convenient closed-form expressions for the conditional distributions that naturally arise in some applications.
Other approaches to multivariate input modeling can be based on TES (Transform-Expand-Sample) processes (Jagerman and Melamed 1992a, 1992b; Melamed, Hill, and Goldsman 1992) and ARTA (AutoRegressive To Anything)
processes (Cario and Nelson 1996) .
Both methodologies enable the user to specify the autocorrelation function out to an arbitrary lag for a univariate stochastic process with a user-specified marginal distribution, but ARTA processes seem to be substantially easier to use. Unfortunately the conditional distributions associated with TES and ARTA processes do not appear to possess any advantages in analytical or numerical tractability when compared to multivariate processes based on the Johnson translation system.
In this paper we extend the input-modeling methodology of Wagner and Wilson (1993 , 1994 , 1995 , 1996 for representing continuous univariate and bivariate populations using B6zier distributions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we summarize the main properties of univariate and bivariate B6zier dist ribut ions, and we establish some basic notation that is used throughout the paper. In Section 3 we develop a likelihood ratio test to estimate the number of control points (that is, the number of parameters) for a univari- Moreover, we will use the simpler the notation
P(t)
in (1) Wilson (1993, 1996) . 
If selected control points are represented by the In Wilson (1993, 1996) , we present sevcolumn vectors { qi,~S (zi, j, IA, j, .Zi)j)T Wilson (1994, 1995) Wilson (1994, 1995) we describe special properties of the z, y, and z matrices that are required to ensure the validity of the parametric representation (7)- (9) of a bivariate probability distribution. To represent the control points for each marginal distribution of FXY (., .), we observe that the {zi} in (7) and the {yj } in (8) 
fori=O,l,..., nc-land j= 0,1, . . ..nl-l.
Estimating B6zier
Using PRIME Dist ribut ions PRIME is a graphical Windows-based software system that is used to construct both univariate and bivariate B6zier distributions. PRIME is designed to be easy and intuitive to use. The construction of a B+zier distribution is performed through the actions of the mouse, and several options are conveniently available through menu selections. To manipulate a c.d.f., the user may move any of the control points by clicking on a chosen control point and then dragging that control point to the desired location by moving the mouse.
Control points are represented as small black squares, and each control point is given a label corresponding to its index i in Equation (4). The user may also add or delete control points via the mouse and the keyboard.
Any movement, addition or deletion of a control point causes the displayed distribution to be updated (nearly) instantaneously so that the user gets immediate feedback on the effects of editing that distribution.
See Wagner and Wilson (1993 , 1994 , 1995 , 1996 for more information on PRIME.
ESTIMATING THE NUMBER OF CONTROL POINTS
A likelihood ratio test is used to estimate the number of control points of a univariate B6zier distribution.
If the random sample X -{Xj : j = 1,..., m} has been taken from a univariate Next we consider the hypothesis that the sample X was actually taken from a B6zier distribution with one additional control point-that is, with a total of n + 2 control points rather than the n + 1 con- 
We exploit (13) to assess the importance of successive increments of the likelihood function as the number of control points is repeatedly incremented by one. The final estimate of the number of control points for the B6zier distribution fitted to the sample X is determined to be the smallest value of n for which the difference on the left-hand side of ( 13) (14)- (16) depends on the coordinates of the control points {qi,j :i=O, l,. ... nC; =0, l,n Y}, nY}.
If we are given a target covariance~that has been elicited from experts or has been estimated from Notice that in (19), the first and second 'x) Aj .z$y), and AiAj $~f~d$~~are differences Aizi , defined in the same wa~as the analogous qu~ntities Ai~i, Aj~j , and AiAjzi,j in (6) and (11).
The linear programming problem (18)-(21) must be solved to complete the estimation of a bivariate B6zier distribution.
This problem consists of (n. -2)(nv-2)+2(n.
-2)+2(nv -2)+4 = nzng structural constraints involving (n. -l)(nv -1) + 2 = n.nvnz -nu + 3 decision variables. Thus it follows that the target covariance & may not be exactly achieved
To illustrate the application of the likelihood ratio test (13) and the covariance-matching procedure based on (18)- (21), we consider a sample data set consisting of m = 672 bivariate observations that were generated in a simulation-based forestry study. Figures  1 and 2 depict the empirical and fitted marginal distributions for X and Y, respectively. Table 1 displays the sample statistics for each marginal distribution together with the corresponding population characteristics for the marginal B6zier distributions that were fitted using PRIME.
The histogram
in Figure 1 clearly reveals that the distribution of the first coordinate X has two modes; and in our experience some manual intervention beyond routine application of the likelihood ratio test (13) is often required to obtain adequate fits to multimodal data sets. The fitted c.d.f. in Figure 1 was obtained by using PRIME to position 11 control points interactively so that nz = 10. An alternative approach is to automatically obtain a bimodal B6zier p.d.f. via the likelihood ratio procedure (13). Using this approach, we had to start the test procedure with 11 control points; and with a significance level of 20% for each iteration, the likelihood ratio test procedure yielded a final estimate of 13 control points whose associated c.d.f. and p .d.f. closely resemble their counterparts in Figure 1 . On a 66 Mhz 80486-based microcomputer running Windows 3.1, four iterations of the likelihood ratio test procedure (13) starting with 11 control points (n. = 10) and stopping with 13 control points (nC = 12) required 4.6 minutes of execution time for this univariate data set. Note that the execution time reported here is for a nonoptimized, debugger-enabled version of PRIME rather than a production version of the software; and substantially better execution times are expected for the final production version of the software.
Because the histogram in Figure 2 strongly suggests a unimodal distribution for the second coordinate Y, we applied the likelihood ratio test (13) starting with three control points (so that ny = 2 initially) and using a 2070 significance level for each iteration of the test procedure. 
